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Intermittent dry granular flow in a vertical pipe
Yann Bertho, Frédérique Giorgiutti-Dauphiné, and Jean-Pierre Hulin
Laboratoire FAST, UMR 7608, Baˆtiment 502, Universite´ Paris XI, 91405 Orsay Cedex, France

~Received 2 June 2003; accepted 13 August 2003; published 18 September 2003!

The intermittent compact flow of glass beads in a vertical glass pipe of small diameter is studied
experimentally by combining particle fraction, pressure, and air, and grain flow rates measurements
with a spatiotemporal analysis of the flow. At the onset of the flow, a decompaction front is observed
to propagate from the bottom to the top of the tube at a velocity much larger than that of the grains.
The blockage front also propagates upward and at a still higher velocity. The decompaction induces
a decreasing pressure wave strongly amplified as it propagates upward toward the top of the tube.
Pressure variations of 3000 Pa or more are detected in this region while particle fraction variations
are of the order of 0.02. Grain velocities during the flow period also increase strongly at the top of
the tube while the corresponding fraction of total time decreases. A one-dimensional numerical
model based on a simple relation between the effective acceleration of the grains and the particle
fraction variations reproduces the amplification effect and provides predictions for its dependence
on the permeability of the packing. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Dry particle flows driven by gravity~as in emptying
hoppers or silos! or by a gas current~in pneumatic
transport1! are encountered in many industrial process
Modeling such flows represents a challenging fundame
problem since they involve complex interactions of movi
grains with the surrounding air, bounding walls, and oth
grains. Various flow regimes may be observed in these
tems according to the spatial distribution of the particle c
centration and velocity field. Examples of such regimes
clude the free fall of particles at high velocities and lo
particle fractions, slow compact flows with high partic
fractions, and density waves in which compact and dil
zones alternate.2 These particle flows may be stationary~in
this case, particles—or density waves—propagate at a
stant mean velocity! or display oscillations, stick-slip mo
tions, intermittency, or blockage effects. Such nonstation
ties have been reported in the simultaneous flow of air
grains in vertical pipes3–6 and are encountered in a variety
settings. They represent a significant problem in many la
scale industrial facilities such as silos or pneumatic trans
systems: intermittent flows may induce very large, pot
tially destructive, pressure variations.

Several approaches have been suggested to model
retically granular flows in pipes, each of them being app
cable to only a part of the flow regimes. Kinetic theories7,8

are best suited when the particle fraction is lower than
and collisional effects play an important part. In this regim
the time between two successive collisions is large compa
to the duration of the collision. At higher particle fraction
grains are in contact with their neighbors a large fraction
the time and friction forces between particles and walls
come significant. Although attempts have been made to a
the kinetic theory to these frictional regimes,9 different ap-
proaches have often been used. In their study of com
3351070-6631/2003/15(11)/3358/12/$20.00
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moving bed flows, Chenet al.10 use the classical Jansse
theory11,12 to estimate friction forces on the walls from th
relation between the vertical component of the stress ten
in the grain packing and the horizontal normal stress com
nent on the walls.

The present work deals with intermittent compact flo
of grains in a vertical tube of small diameter. In this case,
particle fraction is very close to that of a static random pa
ing of particles, and the solid friction between particles a
walls is always important. The objective of this study is
analyze the spatiotemporal characteristics of the onset
blockage of such intermittent flows. Of special interest is
relation between air pressure, particle fraction and grain
locities, and the manner in which variations of these qua
ties are amplified as they propagate along the flow tube.

A similar flow regime is encountered in the ‘‘ticking
hourglass’’ experiment13–17corresponding to a periodic inter
mittent granular flow between two closed glass contain
connected by a short vertical constriction. In this case, in
mittency is believed to be largely due to the buildup of
pressure difference induced by the grain flow between
two containers~both because air is dragged downward a
because the empty volume available for air increases w
time in the upper container and decreases in the lower o!.
Once the back pressure is sufficiently large to halt flow
decays due to air flow through the grain packing in the c
striction until it is low enough to permit flow. In this exper
ment, the key phenomena are localized in a small volu
close to the constriction; in particular, static arches of p
ticles are believed to build up right above it, where transi
fractures of the packing are also observed.

In the intermittent compact flow down a long vertic
tube considered in the present study, the flow intermitte
phenomenon is distributed over most of the height of
tube. This allows one to perform simultaneously a large
8 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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3359Phys. Fluids, Vol. 15, No. 11, November 2003 Intermittent dry granular flow in a vertical pipe
riety of measurements~local pressures and particle fraction
air and grain flow rates,...! at several locations, and so cha
acterized the variations of the flow with height. High reso
tion spatiotemporal diagrams of particle motions along
tube are also obtained and allow for the characterization
propagation of the onset and blockage of the grain fl
along the tube length.

In Sec. II, we describe the experimental setup and p
cedure. Then, in Sec. III, the qualitative characteristics of
compact intermittent flows are described, and quantita
data and estimates of air pressure, particle fraction, and
rate variations are presented. In Sec. IV, we discuss ap
priate volume and mass conservation equations and
bearing on the experimental results. The various forces
ing on the grains and the manner in which they may ind
intermittency are discussed in Sec. V. The equations of
tion are then written and solved numerically in order
model the spatial variations of pressure, particle fraction,
grain velocities.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURE

The granular flow takes place in a vertical glass tube
radiusR5(1.560.025) mm and lengthL51.25 m ~Fig. 1!.
Grains flow from a spherical hopper welded to the top of
pipe. The bottom end is fitted with a variable constrictio
allowing one to adjust the outflow: this constriction is re
ized by a cylinder with a conical tip that can be precise
moved across the pipe~see the inset of Fig. 1!. The grains are
spherical glass beads of diameter 2a5(175625) mm and
density r5(2.5060.02)103 kg m23. Electronic scales are
placed below the tube and their output is transmitted t
computer at the rate of one sample per second. The m
flow rateFm of the grains is then determined from the tim
variation of the measured mass. The grain flow rate will
characterized by the mean superficial velocityq representing
the volume flow rate of grains per unit area with

FIG. 1. View of the flow experiment. Inset: sketch of the constriction at
bottom end of the pipe.
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Fm

rpR2 . ~1!

The hopper is connected to the tube but otherwise clo
except for an air inlet. The volume flow rateQa

measof air into
the hopper is measured by an on-line sensor~the precision is
61% at the largest flow rates!. An additional transducer
measures the air pressureph inside the hopper. Continuity
requires that the inflow of air compensates for the volume
both air and grains leaving through the vertical tube. The
fore if ph remains constant with time,Qa

measis the sum of the
volume flow rates of air and of the grains in the experimen
tube. The superficial velocityqa of air in the tube~volume
flow rate per unit area! thus satisfies

qa5
Qa

meas

pR2 2q. ~2!

Four pressure sensors are placed along the tube at ve
distances 200, 450, 700, and 950 mm below the outlet of
hopper. They are connected to the inside of the tube thro
0.5 mm diameter holes in the tube wall. A fine-meshed g
is stretched across the holes on the external wall to pre
grains from entering the sensors. An independent experim
has been realized to estimate the pressure drop acros
grid and the portholes during typical pressure transients
countered in the intermittent flows. Due to the low dead v
ume of the transducer~23 ml!, the corresponding error on th
pressure measurement is less than 10 Pa for the fastest
sients: this will be seen below to be much smaller than
pressure to be measured.

Local mean particle fraction variations in tube sectio
are measured by an electrical capacitance sensor using
shielded 3 mm diameter cylindrical electrodes pres
against the outside tube walls and facing each other.
sensor is connected to a GR1620 capacitance bridge~10 kHz
measurement frequency! and a lock-in detector with a 680
ms time constant. The noise level is of order 1025 pF, which
corresponds to particle fraction variations of order 1023.

In order to test the device, an air–grain interface w
moved through the sensor and the output was recorded
function of the location of the interface. This allowed one
determine that the measurement is averaged over a slic
the sample of typical thickness 2 mm parallel to the tu
axis. The variation of the dc output with the particle fractio
is assumed to be linear and the probes are calibrated by c
paring readings obtained with an empty tube and with
same tube filled with a static bead packing. This assump
of a linear variation is frequently used in the literature: in t
present case, it is particularly justified by the small parti
fraction variations during the experiment and by the rando
approximately isotropic structure of the packing. The parti
fraction cmax of the static bead packing obtained after fillin
the tube is assumed to be equal to 0.63: this value co
sponds to arandom close packingof spheres and is fre
quently obtained experimentally in similar systems. A dire
measurement ofcmax has been realized but its precision
limited by the small amount of beads in the tube. A sligh
lower valuecmax50.6160.02 was obtained~this difference
may be due to the small diameter of the tube increasing
P license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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3360 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 15, No. 11, November 2003 Bertho, Giorgiutti-Dauphiné, and Hulin
influence of wall effects reducing locally the particle fra
tion!. In view of the large uncertainty on this measureme
the value 0.63 is retained in the following.

The capacitance measurements can be performed at
sen heights by moving the sensors along the tube. The
stantaneous outputs of four pressure and capacitance se
are digitized simultaneously at a sampling frequency of up
1 kHz by a Spectral DynamicsSD195 signal analyzer. Time
averaged values of all pressure, capacitance and flow r
sensors are also recorded, but at 1 s intervals.

The dynamical properties of the flow are studied fro
spatiotemporal diagrams constructed from appropriately
sembling the output of a digital linear charge coupled dev
~CCD! camera. Light intensity variations along a vertical lin
precisely aligned with the tube are recorded at sampling r
of 500 lines per second with a resolution of up to 2048 pix
~the equivalent pixel size on the tube ranges from 10 to
mm depending on the magnification!. One thus obtains two
dimensional~2-D! images in which thex axis represents time
while thez axis corresponds to the distance along the tu

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON THE
INTERMITTENT COMPACT FLOW

The flow regimes are controlled by adjusting the co
striction at the bottom of the experimental tube. The comp
flow regime is observed for narrow constrictions, at typic
superficial velocitiesq between 0.01 and 0.08 m s21. Nar-
rowing further the bottom constriction leads to a blockage
the flow while density waves appear at higher flow rates. T
typical apertured of the constriction~see Fig. 1, inset! in the
compact regime ranges from 1 to 2 mm~or approximately
from 6 to 12 bead diameters!. In all cases, the particle frac
tion in the compact regime does not differ by more than 0
from the particle fractioncmax in a static packing.

Decreasing the relative humidityH of the air down to
40% or using ‘‘clean beads’’ with a smooth surface, chan
significantly the behavior of the grain flow: in this case,
continuous flow of grains is observed~its velocity is roughly
constant with time and of the order of a few centimeters
second!. In return, for ‘‘rougher beads’’ or relative humidit
H*50%, the flow is intermittent and may remain block
for a large fraction of the time, particularly near the hopp
~observations using a SEM microscope display particles w
a size of up to several micrometers at the surface of
‘‘rough beads’’ with spacings increasing with the size from
few mm up to a few tens ofmm!. Experiments reported her
have been performed at a relative humidityH5(5565)%
for which the grain flow is intermittent. At the outlet of th
constriction, flow is modulated but does not stop complet
The modulation may be periodic, particularly at large flo
rates. In the remainder of the paper, we shall focus on
latter intermittent compact flowregime.

A. Spatiotemporal characteristics of the intermittent
flow

Figure 2 displays two spatiotemporal diagrams of
grain flow over two 10 mm high segments located in the
and bottom parts of the tube. Time corresponds to the h
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zontal scale. The two diagrams were obtained at slightly
ferent times during the same experiment: due to the exce
periodicity of the flow, they are, however, comparable. Tim
intervals during which grains are at rest in the tube
marked by horizontal line segments with constant gray l
els; those during which grains are moving down are mar
by inclined striations: the slope of which indicates the gra
velocity. Starting from rest, the grains first accelerate a
reach a constant velocity before finally stopping abrup
Figures 2~a! and 2~b! show that the fraction of the total tim
during which grains are flowing is much larger at the botto
of the tube than at the top.

A quantitative comparison is made in Fig. 3 in which th
durationTf of the flow phase at two different distances fro
the hopper and the periodT of the process are displayed as
function of the time averageq̄ of the superficial velocity@T
is the sum of the durations of the flow (Tf) and static
phases#. The time lapseTf is 40% lower in the upper sectio
than in the lower one; it increases linearly withq̄ in both
cases, while, on the contrary, the periodT decreases withq̄.
Spatiotemporal diagrams also allow one to estimate qua

FIG. 2. Spatiotemporal diagram of the grain flow:~a! at the top of the tube
~100–110 mm from the hopper!, ~b! at the bottom of the tube~850–860 mm
from the hopper!. Each diagram corresponds to a time lapse of 0.6 s an
a field of view of 10 mm.

FIG. 3. The duration of flow phaseTf , as a function of the time averageq̄
of the superficial velocity, at two different distancesz from the top of the
tube:z5250 mm~m! andz5600 mm~n!. Global period of the intermittent
flow T ~j!.
P license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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3361Phys. Fluids, Vol. 15, No. 11, November 2003 Intermittent dry granular flow in a vertical pipe
tively the velocity of the grains in the flow phase from th
slope of the striations. Figures 2~a! and 2~b! show that the
grain speed is much higher at the top of the tube than at
bottom, as required by mass conservation. The particle f
tion c varies little along the tube and the global displacem
of the particles during one period of the flow must be t
same at all heights. The mean valuev̄ of this velocity during
the flow phase can be estimated quantitatively from the r
tion

v̄5
q̄

c̄

T

Tf
. ~3!

The variation of v̄ with q̄ in both sections of interest i
displayed in Fig. 4: in both cases,v̄ increases roughly lin-
early with q̄. The displacementdz of the grains during one
flow period is equal tov̄3Tf and is also plotted in Fig. 4
For large mean flow rates, the instantaneous grain flow raq
in the tube exceeds the maximum flow rate from the hop
A low particle fractionbubblethus builds up at the top of th
tube: it appears as a light zone in the spatiotemporal diag
of Fig. 5 ~the local particle fraction in this bubble may b
lower than 0.2!. The abrupt initial downward slope of th
contour of the light zone reflects the fast downward mot
of the upper boundary of the compact packing below
bubble. As soon as the motion of the packing stops,
bubble gets filled up from the hopper, although at a low
velocity that decreases with time~this may be due to the
buildup of an adverse pressure gradient between the bu
and the hopper!.

B. Spatial variations of the intermittency effect

Information obtained from the spatiotemporal diagra
are complemented by measurements of the local pres
variations. Figure 6 displays time recordings of the press
variationsdp5p2p0 measured on four sensors at differe
heights z from the top (p0 is the atmospheric pressure!.
These curves are nearly periodic; the pressure drops sh
while grains are flowing~by up to 3000 Pa near the top of th
tube!. Then the pressure increases back abovep0 and decays
slowly ~or remains constant! while the grains are at rest. Th

FIG. 4. Mean grain velocityv̄ versus mean superficial velocityq̄ for z
5250 mm~., left axis! andz5600 mm~,, left axis!. Displacementdz of
the grains during a flow period as a function ofq̄ ~j, right axis!.
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time average of the pressure is close to zero~at most 25 Pa!
for all four transducers used for the measurements.

The flow has been filmed in the intermittent regime u
ing a 1000 frames per second high-speed camera equi
with analog input channels connected to the pressure tr
ducers. The onset of the flow at a given height is observe
coincide exactly with the beginning of the pressure drop;
transition is less sharp for the blockage since pressure d
sion is still significant, even after the grain flow has stopp
The region between the two dashed lines in Fig. 6 cor
sponds to the flow phase~the lines are drawn, within experi
mental error, between points corresponding to times at wh
the flow is observed to start or stop!. Comparing the widths
of this region in the different curves confirms that the fra

FIG. 5. Spatiotemporal diagram of the grain flow at distances between 0
50 mm from the hopper at the top of the tube (q̄50.07 m s21); the total
time lapse corresponding to the diagram: 0.7 s.

FIG. 6. A time recording of pressure variationsdp at four different dis-
tancesz from the hopper~from top to bottom,z5200, 450, 700, and 950
mm!, for q̄50.02 m s21. Dashed lines correspond to the onset and
blockage of the flow.
P license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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tion of time corresponding to the flow phase increases w
z. On the contrary, the amplitude of the pressure drop
creases withz.

The propagation of the onset and blockage of the fl
were studied more precisely on spatiotemporal diagrams
500 mm high region of the tube~Fig. 7!. The diagram has
been processed by subtracting each linear image from
next one to detect more precisely the onset and blockag
the flow. Domains corresponding to the static phase hav
light shade~the difference is not zero because of the noise
the camera and the fluctuations of the illumination!. The do-
main associated with the flow phase is globally darker~the
fluctuations of the gray levels are large because one subt
specular reflections of light on the beads varying very mu
during the motion!. The velocity uvdfu for the onset of the
flow corresponds to the slope of the left boundary in Fig.
it was roughly constant in that experiment but decrea
slightly with distance in others. The velocityuvbfu for the
blockage is given by the slope of the right boundary~aver-
aged along the tube! and is lower thanuvdfu. Both the onset
and the blockage propagate upward. The variations ofuvbfu
and uvdfu with q̄ are plotted in Fig. 8. The velocityuvbfu for
the blockage increases linearly withq̄ and ranges between 2
and 60 m s21. This variation will be discussed in Sec. IV A
On the contrary, the velocityuvdfu of the location of the onse
of the grain flow~decompaction front! is independent of the
mean superficial velocity and is of the order of 11 m s21.
This implies that the decompaction process is independen
the downward structure of the flow and of the width of t
constriction.

This velocity value may be related to the velocity
sound in two-phase systems with a large density and c
pressibility contrast between the two phases~water–air
bubbles for instance!. In this case, by assuming an isentrop

FIG. 7. Processed spatiotemporal diagram over a 500 mm length of the
(200 mm,z,700 mm) during one period of the intermittent flow. Ligh
zones correspond to the static phase and the darker region to the flow
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expansion of the gas, one may compute the velocity of so
vsoundvia18

vsound
2 5

gp0

rc~12c!
, ~4!

in which c andr are the volume fraction and the density
the dense phase,p0 is the atmospheric pressure, andg
51.4 for air, which is considered as having negligible de
sity. This amounts to considering the air–grain system a
homogeneous mixture of both high compressibility and d
sity resulting in a low sound velocity. Takingr to be equal to
the density of the grains andc to the mean particle fraction
c̄.0.615 leads tovsound.15 m s21, which is indeed of the
order of the valueuvdfu.11 m s21 deduced experimentally
~0.615 represents a typical value of the average particle f
tion as estimated from the measurements displayed in Fig
later, assuming, as above, thatcmax50.63).

Data points from the four curves in Fig. 6 together wi
the boundary conditionsp5p0 at both ends of the tube pro
vide the overall shape of the pressure profile along the tu
The spatial variation ofdp5p2p0 at several different times
during one same period of variation of the flow within th
periodic sequence of Fig. 6 is displayed in Fig. 9. The th
solid line in Fig. 9~a! corresponds to the static phase. A pre
sure maximum subsists in the central part of the tube fr
the previous flow cycle and the associated pressure grad
drive air toward both ends of the tube through the motionl
packing. When flow is initiated, a low pressure zone appe
at the bottom of the tube where grains are moving, a
propagates upward. The amplitude of the pressure minim
increases strongly during this propagation. This amplificat
effect is discussed below in Sec. V. After the pressure m
mum has reached the top of the tube, pressure starts to
crease again@Fig. 9~b!#. At first, the local particle fraction
reaches a minimum and the expansion of the gas stops. T
when the granular flow stops in the tube~first at the bottom!,
the particle fraction reverts back to its static value. Thus,
gets compressed above the atmospheric pressure since
additional air has leaked between the grains during the fl

be

FIG. 8. Variation of the absolute velocities of propagation of the decomp
tion uvdfu ~.! and blockageuvbfu ~j! fronts with the mean superficial grain
velocity q̄.
P license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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3363Phys. Fluids, Vol. 15, No. 11, November 2003 Intermittent dry granular flow in a vertical pipe
period @see, for instance, the curve corresponding tot
5172 ms in Fig. 9~b!#. Finally, the pressure profile along th
static packing relaxes back to its initial distribution at t
beginning of the flow phase and a new flow cycle may s
again.

Note that when the intermittent flow regime does n
appear spontaneously, it can also be triggered externall
periodic injections and suctions of air close to the const
tion at a frequency comparable to that of the natural osc
tions. The other characteristics of the flow such as the
plification of pressure and particle fraction variations as th
propagate upward are the same as in the spontaneous
mittent flow regime.

C. Particle fraction and flow rate variations

Spatiotemporal diagrams have allowed us to iden
granular motions in the various phases of the intermitte
process; their relation with the spatial distribution of t
pressuredp has also been analyzed. We proceed by discu
ing flow rate and particle fraction measurements that prov
additional information on the flow structure.

FIG. 9. Pressure deviation (dp5p2p0) variations with distance along the
tube for several measurement times, for a mean superficial velociq̄
50.02 m s21. ~a! A solid line obtained during the static phase att50 s.
Dashed lines are profiles obtained at various times during the flowing ph
t516 ms, t531 ms, t562 ms, t586 ms, t5109 ms, andt5133 ms~dash
length and spacing increase with time!. ~b! The solid line obtained near the
end of the flowing phase att5133 ms. Dashed lines are profiles obtained
various times:t5141 ms,t5148 ms,t5156 ms,t5172 ms,t5211 ms,t
5266 ms~dash length and spacing increase with time!.
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The variations of the particle fractionc and pressuredp
at a fixed height, and of the fluxQa

measof air into the hopper
are displayed in Fig. 10. Variations of the local particle fra
tion c associated with the onset and blockage of the flow
only of the order of 0.015 in the present example and w
never higher than 0.02. Moreover, these variations are
dently synchronous with those of the local pressurep in the
flowing phase. Note the slow pressure decay when the gr
are at rest. The amplitudes of the variations ofc and dp
decrease, while their duration increases with distance fr
the hopper. In addition to demonstrate this close correla
between the variations ofp and c, our study indicates an
increase of the amplitude of thec variations with the instan-
taneous grain velocities.

The time recording ofQa
measindicates a strong increas

of the downward airflow rate during the flow phase. Th
increase reflects the entrainment of air by the granular fl
and the compensation of the volume of grains leaving
hopper by the inflow of air. The variation ofQa

measis slightly
delayed relative to those ofp andc since a time is required
for the grain flow to propagate to the top of the tube and i
the hopper. A transient upward gas flow (Qa

meas,0) is ob-
served after grains stop moving in the upper part of the tu
corresponding to air being expelled through the grain pa
ing.

IV. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE INTERMITTENT
FLOW COMPONENTS

A. Conservation equations for air and grains

In the following,z50 corresponds to the top of the tub
and the coordinatez increases downward. Downflow is de
fined as being positive.v(z,t) and u(z,t) are, respectively,
the grain and air velocities~averaged over the flow section!
in the laboratory frame at a timet and a distancez from the
hopper. They are related to the superficial velocitiesq(z,t)

e:

t

FIG. 10. Time recordings of the pressure deviationsdp and particle fraction
c variations~at z5200 mm) and of the measured airflow rateQa

measinto the
hopper.Qa

measis defined as positive for air flowing downward. The dash
line corresponds to the onset of the flow.
P license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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and qa(z,t) and to the local particle fractionc(z,t) ~also
averaged over a flow section! by the relations:

q5cv, ~5!

qa5~12c!u. ~6!

The superficial velocityq of the grains is related to the varia
tion of c with time by the volume conservation equation:

]c

]t
52

]q

]z
52c

]v
]z

2v
]c

]z
. ~7!

A similar relation can be written for the mass flux of airraqa

(ra being its density!:

]

]t
@ra~12c!#52

]

]z
~raqa!. ~8!

Assume that the variations of the gas pressure are isentr
so that

p

ra
g 5

p0

ra0

g 5const, ~9!

(p0 is the atmospheric pressure,ra0
the air density atp0 ,

andg51.4). Then Eq.~8! becomes

]c

]t
5

~12c!

gp

]p

]t
1

]qa

]z
1

qa

gp

]p

]z
. ~10!

A first prediction provided by mass conservation conditio
is the velocityvbf at which the blockage front moves up th
tube. We definecmax to be the particle fraction in the stati
column andc1 andv1 the particle fraction and grain veloc
ity right above the front. Herevbf is obtained by expressin
the conservation of mass of the grains in a slice of thickn
dz while the front moves from the bottom to the top of th
slice:

uvbfu5
v1c1

cmax2c1 . ~11!

Sincev1 increases linearly with the superficial velocityq,
Eq. ~11! implies therefore thatuvbfu should also increase lin
early with q. This agrees with the trend displayed in Fig.
Using the experimental values ofv1, c1, andcmax provides
an order of magnitude ofvbf (uvbfu.20 m s21), which is in a
good agreement with that obtained in Fig. 8.

B. Relative magnitude of air flow components

Another issue regarding the flow of air through the s
tem is the relative importance of the passive drag of air
the moving grains and of the permeation of air through
grain packing. The first flow component is equal toq(1
2c)/c and the second is assumed to be related to the p
sure gradient by Darcy’s equation:

qa
Darcy52

K

ha

]p

]z
, ~12!

whereha is the viscosity of air andK the permeability of the
grain packing. The superficial velocityqa of air is then given
by
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qa52
K

ha

]p

]z
1

q

c
~12c!. ~13!

Equations~7!, ~10!, and~13! can be combined to yield

]p

]t
52v

]p

]z
2

gp

~12c!

]v
]z

1D
]2p

]z2 , ~14!

in which the coefficientD satisfies

D5
gpK

~12c!ha
~15!

†the second order term@D/(gp)#(]p/]z)2 has been ne-
glected in Eq.~14!‡. Considering locally the system as
packing of spherical beads of diameterd, the permeabilityK
of the grains can be estimated from the Carman–Koz
relation:

K5
~12c!3d2

180c2 . ~16!

In the following, we assume that to leading order,p5p0 and
c5 c̄, so thatD andK are constants.

The average ofqa
Darcy over a flow period is determined

by plotting the time-averaged value ofQa
measas a function of

the ratio q̄/ c̄ in Fig. 11 ~this amounts to assuming that th
mean grain velocity is equal toq̄/ c̄, which is approximately
verified due to the small relative variations ofc in these
experiments!. Volume conservation implies thatQa

meas/pR2

and the sumq̄1qa of the volume flow rates of air and grain
are equal@see Eq.~2!#. Using Eq.~13!, this leads to

Qa
meas

pR2 5q̄1qa5qa
Darcy1

q̄

c̄
. ~17!

Experimentally, the variation ofQa
measwith q̄/ c̄ is linear with

a slope equal to 160.02 in Fig. 11. These results indica
that the time average ofqa

Darcy is negligible within experi-
mental error, although its instantaneous value is nonzero.
relative motion of air and of the grains is therefore sign
cant only during transient flow.

FIG. 11. The average inflow of air as a function ofq̄/ c̄.
P license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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C. Pressure variation mechanisms

The dynamical properties of the system are largely
termined by spatial and temporal variations of the air pr
sure. We first assume that variations of densityra are only
due to those of the local particle fractionc. This amounts to
neglecting the permeation of air relative to the grains. Th
]qa /]z and @qa /(gp)#]p/]z are equal to zero, in which
case Eq.~10! becomes

1

~12 c̄!

]c

]t
5

1

gp0

]p

]t
~18!

(p and c are replaced byp0 and c̄ within a first-order ap-
proximation!. This relation is tested in Fig. 12 by plottin
pressure variations as a function of particle fraction va
tions: for variations small compared to the mean value, d
points should be located on the dashed line of slo
gp0 /(12 c̄) shown in Fig. 12. The two parameters a
clearly strongly correlated and the slope of the curves has
right order of magnitude in the initial and final phases of t
variation. However, pressure is higher in the blockage ph
than during the development of the flow, indicating th
]qa /]z cannot be neglected in Eq.~10! @the last term
@qa /(gp)#]p/]z is of lower order and should remain neg
gible#. Some air gets sucked into the lower-pressure regi
when grains flow; this leads to an overpressure when fl
stops and the particle fraction increases.

This overpressure decays slowly during the remainde
the static phase~the short vertical part of the curve at the to
right! due to the finite permeability of the packing. In th
static phase of the flow sequence,v50. The two first terms
on the right-hand side of Eq.~14! are equal to zero leading t
the diffusion equation

]p

]t
5D

]2p

]z2 . ~19!

FIG. 12. Pressure versus particle fraction variations during ten cycles o
intermittent flow. Arrows indicate the direction of the variation on each p
of the curve: the vertical phase corresponds to the slow pressure relax
through the motionless grain packing, the lower section corresponds to
onset of the flow and the upper one to the blockage of the flow. The da
line has the theoretical slopegp0 /(12 c̄).
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Experimentally, the particle fraction varies from 0.605
0.625; the permeabilityK computed from Eq.~16! ranges
therefore from 23310212 to 29310212 m22. Taking ha

51.8531025 m2 s21, p05105 Pa and a mean value ofK
(K526310212 m22), one obtains D.0.5 m2 s21. The
characteristic diffusion distance during the periodT.0.25 s
of the intermittent flow isADT.0.35 m, which is compa-
rable to the length over which pressure fluctuations diffu
During the onset of the flow that takes place over a sho
time ~a few hundredths of a second!, the diffusion of the
pressure variations is sufficiently small for Eq.~18! to be
approximately valid. One thus concludes that the permea
ity of the grain packing is high enough to allow for relativ
motions between the air and the grains during the fl
phase; but too low to allow for a global mean flow of a
through the packing. In the previous computation, the ini
particle fraction of the static packing is taken equal tocmax

50.63. Assume that wall effects reduce this value to 0.61
discussed in Sec. II, so that the particle fraction varies fr
0.585 to 0.605 during a flow cycle. The mean correspond
value of K is 32310212 m22 so thatD would increase to
.0.6 m2 s21 and remain of the same order of magnitude
for cmax50.63.

Our experiments suggest that the intermittent flows
sult from the amplification of pressure and velocity fluctu
tions appearing spontaneously or induced in the constric
at the bottom of the tube. One expects the period of
intermittency to be determined by the characteristics of
flow over the full length of the tube and not just at the co
striction. The period of the flow is of the order of the cha
acteristic diffusion time of air over a distance of half of th
tube length. This diffusion time represents the order of m
nitude of the time necessary for pressure perturbations
duced during the flow period to relax before flow is reini
ated. It may thus be closely related to the duration of
static phase of the periodic flow.

V. MODELING OF THE INTERMITTENT FLOW

In this section, the amplification of the decompacti
wave as it propagates toward the top of the flow tube
modeled numerically. This approach yields insight into t
dependence of the amplification on the permeability of
grain packing.

A. Equations of motion and force distributions

The equations of motion and force distribution in th
granular packing will first be written. They will then b
solved numerically together with the conservation equati
for air and grains. For simplicity, one models the case o
lower-particle fraction zone propagating upward in a verti
channel.

The equation of motion reflecting momentum conser
tion for both air and grains contained in a vertical slice w
tube radiusR can be written as

rc
dv
dt

5rcg2
]p

]z
2

]szz

]z
2

2

R
szr , ~20!

he
t
ion
he
ed
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~the equation has been divided by the sectionS5pR2). Ac-
celeration terms for air have been neglected due to the l
density difference between the air and grains. The frict
forces on the air applied at the walls are similarly negligib
due to their low area compared to that of the grains.

Note that when Eq.~20! ~excluding the gravity,szz, and
szr terms! is combined with Eq.~14! ~neglecting the second
order v ]p/]z and diffusion terms!, one obtains a sound
wave propagation equation with a velocity given by Eq.~4!.

The left side of Eq.~20! corresponds to the acceleratio
term and the first term on the right to the weight of t
grains. Hereszr and szz represent, respectively, frictio
forces on the grains at the lateral walls and vertical str
forces between grains in the tube section; they are assu
to be constant around the perimeter of the tube and in e
section. In addition,szr is then estimated by applying Jan
sen’s model11,12,19 assuming first thatszr5ms rr following
Coulomb’s relation. Heres rr is taken to beKJszz, where
the coefficientKJ depends on the structure of the packi
and of the surface properties of the grains. Equation~20!
then becomes

rc
]v
]t

1rcv
]v
]z

5rcg2
]p

]z
2

]szz

]z
2

szz

l
, ~21!

in which the characteristic lengthl is given by

l5
R

2mKJ
. ~22!

In a static packing, all terms involving the grain veloci
vanish: the weight of the grains is balanced by the press
gradient and the stress forces at the walls and in the
section. When flow starts, the local particle fraction d
creases@Fig. 10~b!#, which, in turn, reduces friction forces a
the walls, resulting in an acceleration of the flow. No ex
relation is available on the variations of the stress forces
will be assumed in the following that the resultant of t
weight of the grains, the pressure gradient, and the fric
forces increases linearly with the deviation of the parti
fraction c from its static valuecmax. Equation~21! then be-
comes

]v
]t

52v
]v
]z

1J~cmax2c!S g2
1

rc

]p

]zD , ~23!

whereJ is the parameter characterizing the magnitude of
variation. This assumption represents a first-order appr
mation: it will be valid in the initial phase of the develop
ment of the perturbation as long as the derivative of
resultant force with respect to the particle fraction is nonz
for c5cmax. Other types of functions may be envisioned
replaceJ(cmax2c): many will also reproduce an amplifica
tion phenomenon, provided they predict a resultant force
the right direction with a monotonous dependence on (cmax

2c) and if ~as will be seen below! the prefactor equivalent to
J is large enough.

B. Numerical procedure

Numerical simulations are realized on a simplified 1
model in which a region of reduced particle fraction~called
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bubble! moves upward inside a vertical tube filled with a
otherwise grain packing. The bubble length is much sma
than that of the tube, and it is assumed to be far enough f
either of the ends that boundary conditions do not influe
the motion. As suggested by the experimental observati
the particle fraction and the velocity are discontinuous at
bottom end of the bubble~the blockage front!, while they
vary continuously at the top~the decompaction region!. Air
pressure is continuous in both cases but the pressure gra
is discontinuous at the lower front.

In order to solve the problem numerically, one uses
conservation equations for grains~7! and air~10! established
in Sec. IV and the equation of motion~23! of the grains. For
the sake of practicality, Eq.~14!, in which Darcy’s law is
used to determineqa , replaces Eq.~10!. In the static regions
of the packing, all terms in Eqs.~7! and ~23! are equal to
zero. Equation~14! reduces then to the diffusion equatio
~19! for air with a coefficientD given by Eq.~15!.

At large distances below and above the bubble, the
pressurep is equal to the atmospheric pressurep0 ; c andv
are, respectively, equal tocmax and zero both far above th
bubble and everywhere below the blockage front. Additio
boundary conditions corresponding to the mass conserva
for air and for the grains must also be verified at the low
front ~in addition to pressure continuity!. In the reference
frame moving with the front atvbf , grain mass conservatio
is expressed by Eq.~11!, which can be rewritten as

~v12vbf!c
152vbfcmax. ~24!

In the same way, the mass conservation of air implies th

~v12vbf!~12c1!2
K

ha

]p

]z U
1

52vbf~12cmax!2
K

ha

]p

]zU
2

. ~25!

The indexes1 and2 correspond to values close to the bloc
age front, respectively, inside the bubble and in the st
zone. Combining Eqs.~24! and ~25! leads to

v12
K

ha

]p

]z U
1

52
K

ha

]p

]zU
2

. ~26!

The initial particle fraction, velocity, and pressure profil
are assumed to follow a 1/ cosh(z) variation with a cutoff at
the lower front (z5zf) for c andv. Pressure is continuous a
z5zf with a faster decrease below. The corresponding p
files are displayed in Figs. 13~a!–13~c! ~rightmost solid
curves!. The initial particle fraction and pressure variatio
are related by Eq.~9! above the front~this amounts to as-
suming that the bubble has been created through a loca
compaction of the grains inducing an isentropic adiaba
expansion of the air!. The amplitudes of these initial varia
tions are, respectively,dc50.001,dp5600 Pa, anddv53
31023 m s21.

Pressure, particle fraction, and grain velocity profiles
subsequent time steps are then computed by solving num
cally Eqs.~7!, ~14!, and ~23! in the reference frame of the
front using a finite difference Euler explicit scheme. For t
P license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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resolution of Eq.~23!, an upwind scheme was required
avoid numerical instabilities due to the advection te
v]v/]z. The global length of the simulation domain is 1.4
and the mesh size 2 mm. The origin of distances is take
the initial locationzf(0) of the front @the vertical dashed
lines in Figs. 13~a!–13~c!#. Simulations correspond to a tim
lapse of 27 ms during which the bubble propagates ove
distance of 0.4 m. At each step of the simulation, the pr
sure, the particle fraction, and the velocity are determine
all distances from the front, and the front velocity is al
obtained. This allows one, in particular, to determine the n
location of the front after each time step and to transl

FIG. 13. Numerical pressure~a!, particle fraction~b!, and velocity~c! pro-
files, obtained forJ5450,K520310212 m2, andcmax50.63. From right to
left: solid lines: initial profile att50 s—dashed lines:t59 ms, t515 ms,
t521 ms,t527 ms~dash length and spacing increases with time!. The ver-
tical dashed lines represents the position of the frontzf at t50 s.
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distances from the front into distances in fixed coordinat
which will be used in subsequent plots.

C. Numerical results

1. Qualitative observations

Particle fraction, velocity, and pressure profiles at diffe
ent times obtained for a typical set of values ofJ, K, and
cmax are displayed in Fig. 13. The other parameters of
simulation are given by the experimental values listed ab
or computed fromJ and K. A clear amplification effect is
observed for all three parameters. The velocityv reaches its
maximum value faster than both the particle fractionc and
the pressuredp ~typically after 0.3 vs 0.5 m!. The ratio of the
maximum and initial amplitudes is also higher~20 for v vs 2
and 1.6 fordp and c). A small localized overpressure ap
pears in the static region close to the initial location of t
bubble: it is due to air advected by the grains into this reg
at short times@from Eq. ~26!#. At later times, the pressur
gradient close to the front increases so that the diffusion
air back into the bubble balances the advection term. T
increase of the amplitude of the variations ofdp and c is
consistent with the decrease of the width of these curves:
total area under these curves must remain constant, a
quired by the mass conservation of air and grains. The
locity vbf of the lower front is also roughly constant with
value uvbfu.12.5 m s21 of the same order of magnitude a
that observed in our experiments.

While the computed amplitude of the pressure variatio
is of comparable magnitude to the experimental ones,
ticle fraction and velocity variations are smaller. This
likely a result of the difference between the model case o
localized bubble and the actual intermittent flow that som
times extends over the entire length of the tube.

2. Quantitative dependence on the modelization
parameters

The key adjustable parameter in the model is the coe
cient J in Eq. ~23! ~that characterizes the effective accele
tion of the grains when the particle fractionc decreases be
low cmax). Figure 14 displays the dependence onJ of the
front velocity uvbfu and of the parameterDAp /Dz character-
izing the amplification.DAp /Dz is determined by plotting
the minimum valueAp of the pressure variation curves@as
shown in Fig. 13~a!# as a function of the coordinatezf of the
front for each curve. After a short transient,Ap increases
quickly with zf and the variation levels off thereafter. Th
amplification parameterDAp /Dz is taken equal to the maxi
mum absolute value of the slopeudAp /dzf u of this curve.
The permeabilityK of the grain packing has been take
equal to the valueK520310212 m2. Using the values of
(cmax2c) deduced from the simulations, the maximum val
J5500 in Fig. 14 corresponds in Eq.~23! to an effective
acceleration of the grains of the order ofg/3 or lower.

For J50, DAp /Dz is negative and initial variations o
dp and c damp out as the bubbles propagate upward. H
DAp /Dz becomes equal to 0 forJ540 and increases steadil
at higher values. The front velocityuvbfu also increases with
J in the amplification domain but never becomes zero.
P license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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value is of the same order of magnitude as the experime
front velocities, particularly whenJ is large. We note that in
the case of a bubble of slowly varying length,vdf andvbf are
nearly equal while they differ in the experiments so th
more detailed quantitative comparisons would be irreleva
These results indicate that the simple model discussed a
allows us to reproduce the amplification effect observed
perimentally. In the following, it is applied to study the in
fluence of the permeabilityK of the grain packing on the
amplification process.

The permeability influences the dynamics of the syst
through the diffusion coefficientD that is proportional toK
and appears in Eq.~14!. The dependence ofuvbfu and the
amplification parameterDAp /Dz on K are displayed in Fig.
15. The range of permeabilities investigated is between
and 4 times the valueK520310212 m2 assumed in Fig. 14
The front velocityvbf is first almost independent ofK while
DAp /Dz sharply decreases withK and vanishes forK.80
310212 m2. Note that reducingcmax from 0.63 to 0.61, as-
suming the influence of wall effects increases the permea

FIG. 14. Variation of the amplification parameterDAp /Dz ~s! and of the
absolute front velocityuvbfu ~j! with the force parameterJ, for K520
310212 m2.

FIG. 15. Variation of the amplification parameterDAp /Dz ~s! and of the
absolute front velocityuvbfu ~j! with the permeabilityK for J5450.
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ity K from 22 to 27310212 m2 and only reduces the ampli
fication parameter by roughly 15%.

The above results demonstrate that the diffusion te
proportional toD ~and therefore toK) in Eq. ~14! is purely
dissipative and acts only to enhance the attenuation of
decompaction wave. This results from the fact that, in h
permeability packing, pressure variations induced by the
compaction quickly diffuse away from the front. On the co
trary, in low permeability systems, these pressure variati
remain localized: their gradients accelerate nearby grains
so sustain and amplify the motion. Intermittency effects c
therefore be expected to be stronger for flowing grains o
smaller diameter.

VI. CONCLUSION

An experimental study has allowed us to analyze
dynamical properties of periodic intermittent vertical com
pact flows in a tube. Our experiments involved simultaneo
measurements of local pressure and particle fraction fie
combined with spatiotemporal diagrams.

A key observation is the amplification of the partic
fraction and pressure variations as the decompac
front marking the onset of the flow propagates upwa
This propagation takes place at a much higher veloc
(uvdfu.10 m s21) than that of the grains ~a few
1021 m s21). The velocityuvbfu of the blockage front is still
faster thanuvdfu: it increases with the flow rate and rang
between 20 and 50 m s21.

The characteristic grain velocity during the flow pha
increases with height above the outlet: this variation is as
ciated with a decrease with height of the durationTf of the
flow phase, as required by the mass conservation of
grains. Close to the top of the flow tube,Tf represents only
10% of the total flow periodT. The grain velocities and
amplitude of the pressure fluctuations are sufficiently high
this zone that flow from the feeding hopper gets blocked a
a transient low-particle fraction region appears briefly at
top of the tube.

A characteristic feature of these flows is the small a
plitude of the particle fraction variations~0.02–0.03, at
most!; this is much smaller than variations observed in t
decompaction of a granular column with an open bottom e
or a flow in the density wave regime. It is noteworthy th
these small particle fraction variations, nevertheless, ind
large pressure drops~up to 3000 Pa at the top of the tube!.
The decompaction process is indeed fast enough for ai
undergo an isentropic expansion: pressure variations clo
mirror the variations of the local particle fraction. The diffu
sion of air through the grain packing is too slow to influen
strongly that phase; however, it plays an important role in
longer static phase by allowing the decay of the press
toward equilibrium before flow is reinitiated. The characte
istic time for air diffusion through the packing is of the ord
of the total period of the intermittent flow and may be a k
factor in determining its value.

The amplification effect can be reproduced by a 1
model, assuming an effective driving force on the grains t
increases with the deviation of the particle fraction from t
P license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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static value. This numerical model also indicates that
permeabilityK of the packing is a very important factor. Th
amplification effect~and perhaps also the intermittent flow!
should be observable only ifK is sufficiently low that pres-
sure perturbations do not diffuse away too quickly.

Another important parameter is the relative humidity
the surrounding air that influences strongly the interact
forces both between the grains and between the grains
the tube walls. Preliminary results indicate that the interm
tent flow regime is rarely observed at relative humidities
the order of 40% or below, at least with the beads used in
present study. Systematic studies in a broad range of rela
humidities should greatly help understand better the inte
tion forces that determine the characteristics of these in
mittent flows.
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